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Field experiments have revealed that deposition of dust particles plays a significant role in optical degra-
dation of photovoltaic (PV) cell performance. Such experiments have been performed as a function of tilt
angle of the cells, exposure time, and other environmental factors. However, very little is known about
cell degradation as function of intensive particle parameters such as size and complex refractive index.
This paper shows that, for normally incident solar radiation, deposited aerosols degrade PV cell perfor-
mance due to particle absorption and due to scattering into the backward hemisphere. The fraction
power lost (FL), together with the optical depth of the deposited particles, determines the fraction of
power lost from the incident light beam. We have performed scattering calculations simulating the inter-
action of light with particles on substrates that analyzed FL as function of particle size and particle com-
plex refractive index. We have found that for small particles and a relatively large imaginary part of their
refractive index, absorption losses dominate while for large particles and a relatively small imaginary
part of the refractive index, backscattering losses dominate. Per optical depth, fine particles result in
higher optical losses than coarse ones due to their larger absorption and hemispheric backscattering.
Overall, our work quantifies optical losses caused by deposited aerosols toward the goals of estimating
PV cell performance for energy forecasting, informing PV cell designers about potential efficiency losses
caused by particle deposition, and optimizing cleaning schedules.
� 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The need for energy forecasting has become a pressing issue in
supporting smarter grids that can predict fluctuations, reduce or
eliminate outages, and charge flexible prices. In recent years, sig-
nificant efforts have been dedicated to create systems that allow
for solar power forecasting (Pelland et al., 2013). One of such fore-
casting factors is the power loss due to aerosol deposition such as
dust, pollen, carbonaceous particles, etc.

From the fundamental physics perspective, the goal of PV
energy harvesting is simple: to maximize the conversion of solar
electromagnetic (EM) energy into electrical energy. Aerosol depo-
sition on PV cells adds complexity to this goal. Aerosol particles
deposited on PV cells absorb and backscatter part of the incident
optical power and thereby reduce the optical power transmitted
to the PV cell itself. This problem is significant since a large number
of PV cells are located in sunny, semi-arid regions, where they can
be subject to frequent deposition of mineral dust and other parti-
cles (e.g., soot in polluted areas). Field studies of PV cell degrada-
tion by dust deposition reveal that deposited aerosols
significantly reduce the efficiency of PV cells, with studies report-
ing up to 85% losses (Sulaiman et al., 2014).

Many experiments on this subject report power transmission
losses as function of time of exposure of the PV cell to its environ-
ment (Mani and Pillai, 2010; Maghami et al., 2016). However, there
exists little work on understanding transmission losses that
depend on the intrinsic optical characteristics of the deposited par-
ticles. Here, we study the transmittance properties of aerosols
deposited on PV cells. We deviate from approaches that consider
solely light extinction (Al-Hasan, 1998). Instead, we distinguish
hemispherical forward scattering from hemispherical backward
scattering, include absorption, and also consider the optical inter-
action between the PV cell surface and the deposited particles.

2. Power losses due to particle deposition on PV cells

In order to develop the following theoretical framework, let us
consider a very simple scenario of a PV cell with low particle load-
ing (e.g., particles have not deposited onto other particles). Fur-
thermore, let us assume that particles have deposited sparsely
and homogeneously (i.e., particles do not form clusters), and light
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is normally incident. A summary of simplifying assumptions of this
study and future work needed is shown in Table 1.

The power incident at normal incidence onto a clean PV cell and
converted to electricity is P0. If the PV cell is dirty, the power of the
direct beam is reduced to P by particle scattering and absorption
according to Beer-Lambert’s law (e.g., Moosmüller et al., 2009)

P ¼ P0e�sext ; ð1Þ
where sext is the extinction optical depth caused by aerosols depos-
ited on the substrate. The extinction optical depth is a measure of
the amount of light that is removed from the incident beam due
to scattering and absorption. The conventional term ‘‘optical depth”
is misleading as it implies units of length, while sext is unitless. For
sext � 1, it can be written as the sum of scattering and absorption
optical depths as

sext ¼ ssca þ sabs: ð2Þ
Here, we consider only the simplest case of light at normal inci-
dence where we further distinguish between optical depth from
scattering into the forward hemisphere sfs and from scattering into
the backward hemisphere sbs by writing ssca ¼ sfs þ sbs, yielding the
identity

sext � sfs ¼ sbs þ sabs: ð3Þ
Dividing the identity of Eq. (3) by sext , we obtain

1� sfs
sext

¼ sbs þ sabs
sext

: ð4Þ

Let us define the power fraction lost FL as the fraction of extinction
optical depth that is due to absorption and scattering into the back-
ward hemisphere direction as

FL � sbs þ sabs
sext

¼ rbs þ rabs

rext
; ð5Þ

where r represents optical cross section instead of optical depth s
so that rabs is the absorption cross section, rext is the extinction
cross section, and rbs is the hemispherical backward scattering
cross section. For the PV cell surface being normal to the direction
of the incident solar radiation, the power from extinction due to
hemispherical forward scattering still reaches the semiconductor
material and produces electrical power, while the extinction due
Table 1
Overview of assumptions of this study and future work needed.

This paper Future work needed

Incoming
Radiation

– direction normal to PV cell
– only direct radiation

– as function of incident
angle

– consider diffuse/direct
radiation

– consider polarization
effects

Particles – homogeneous spheres
– fixed real Ref. index, varying

imaginary Ref. index
– low optical depth
– homogeneous spatial

distribution

– other shapes
– inhomogeneous

particles
– as function of real

refractive index
– high/any optical depth
– inhomogeneous spa-

tial distribution

Surface – calculates surface interaction,
but only for thick surface with
Ref. index n = 1.5

– consider thin layered
surfaces (e.g., anti-
reflective coatings)

– varying complex Ref.
index

Experimental
Work

– none – needed
to absorption heats the absorbing particles and the extinction due
to hemispherical backward scattering is lost from the system.
Therefore, the optical power Psc reaching the semiconductor mate-
rial after interacting with deposited particles can be written as

Psc ¼ P0e�ðsabsþsbsÞ ¼ P0e�sextFL: ð6Þ
For sextFL � 1, we can approximate Eq. (6) using the identity
eb � 1þ b for b � 1 as

Psc � P0ð1� sextFLÞ: ð7Þ
For the simplest case of N identical particles with extinction cross-
sections rext deposited onto a surface area A, the deposited particle
layer has an optical depth sext with

sext ¼ N
A
rext: ð8Þ

and the fraction lost is given by Eq. (5). However, in reality aerosol
particles have a size distribution nðxÞ ¼ dN

dx , where
R x2
x1

nðxÞdx ¼ N; for

spherical particles, the size parameter x is the ratio of the particle
circumference pD (with D being the particle diameter) to the EM
wave’s wavelength k with x defined as

x ¼ pD
k
: ð9Þ

If the sample is polydisperse with size parameters x between x1 and
x2, Eq. (8) must be replaced by

sext ¼ 1
A

Z x2

x1

nðxÞrextðxÞdx; ð10Þ

while the numerator of Eq. (5) is given by

sbs þ sabs ¼ 1
A

Z x2

x1

nðxÞ½rbsðxÞ þ rabsðxÞ�dx: ð11Þ

Thus, for polydisperse particles, Eq. (5) becomes

FL ¼
R x2
x1

nðxÞ½rbsðxÞ þ rabsðxÞ�dxR x2
x1

nðxÞrextðxÞdx
: ð12Þ
2.1. Intensive vs. extensive optical parameters

A subtle but important distinction arises from describing light
attenuation in the manner described in Section 2. Eq. (1) has been
modified to Eq. (6) through the definition of FL in Eq. (5). This mod-
ification allow us to describe power transmission into the PV cell
semiconductor as

Psc ¼ P0e�seff ; ð13Þ
where the effective (photovoltaic) optical depth seff is

seff ¼ N
A
rextFL ¼ qNrextFL: ð14Þ

The quantity qN � N
A is the number density of particles per unit area

on the PV cell with units of m�2. Alternatively, we can use the mass
extinction cross section kext (i.e., the extinction cross section per
unit mass) with units of m2=kg to describe seff as

seff ¼ qMkextFL; ð15Þ
where qM is the sample mass density per unit area with units of
kg=m2. seff is proportional to the particle number density qN or
the sample mass density qM. These quantities are extensive in the
sense that they proportional to the amount of particles deposited.
The quantities rextFL and kextFL are intensive; they are dependent
on the optical properties, but not on the quantity of the deposited
particles.
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The mass extinction cross section kext is related to the extinction
cross section rext as

kext ¼ rext

M
¼ Qextrgeo

M
; ð16Þ

where Qext is the extinction efficiency (i.e., the extinction cross sec-
tion divided by the geometric cross section), rgeo is the particle geo-
metric cross section andM is the particle mass. If we assume that all
particles are spherical and the sample is mono-disperse, M ¼ p

6qD
3

(where q is particle mass density), and also rgeo ¼ p
4D

2. Expressing D
in terms of size parameter x yields

kext ¼ 3p
2qkx

Qext: ð17Þ

Hence, Eq. (15) can be written as

seff ¼ 3pqM

2qkx
QextFL½ �: ð18Þ

The fraction qM=q has dimension of length and is a measure of the
average thickness of the particle layer. The intensive particle optical
properties determine QextFL½ � in Eq. (18), and quantify the hemi-
spherical backward scattering and absorption efficiency, or BSAE
for short

BSAE � QextFL: ð19Þ
We explore the behavior of FL and BSAE in Section 4.

Eq. (18), which yields QextFL as an important factor determining
seff , is simple and arises from our assumptions that all particles are
spherical and that all particles are of the same size. While this is a
very simplistic model, it allows us to investigate the optical effects
of particles on PV cells with respect to their size and complex
refractive index. In a more general approach, abandoning mono-
disperse assumptions, the mass extinction cross section must be
integrated over all sizes x with x1 6 x 6 x2, yielding

kext ¼
R x2
x1
rextðxÞnðxÞdx

q
R x2
x1
vðxÞnðxÞdx ; ð20Þ

where vðxÞ is the particle volume with size parameter x and nðxÞdx
is the number of particles with size parameter x. Substituting
rextðxÞ ¼ QextðxÞ p4D2 and vðxÞ ¼ p

6D
3, and replacing D ¼ xk

p , yields

kext ¼ 3p
2qk

R x2
x1

QextðxÞx2nðxÞdxR x2
x1

x3nðxÞdx : ð21Þ

Hence,

seff ¼ 3pqM

2qk

R x2
x1

QextðxÞx2nðxÞdxR x2
x1

x3nðxÞdx FL

" #
ð22Þ

While Eq. (22) is more complex than (18), it contains the same phy-
sics, just integrating it over a particle size distribution.

3. Calculation of particle optical properties

In this section, we briefly describe two approaches to calculat-
ing particle optical properties. The first one is the well-known
Mie theory (Mie, 1908) and the second one is the discrete dipole
approximation (DDA) method (Draine and Flatau, 1994). Mie the-
ory is widely used for calculating optical properties of homoge-
neous, spherical particles in a homogeneous medium, while DDA
can be used for particles with more complex morphology (includ-
ing irregular shapes) and to calculate electromagnetic (EM) scat-
tering of particles on surfaces. An alternative and more efficient
method to calculate EM scattering of spheres or spheroids with
substrate interaction is the T-matrix method (Videen, 1995;
Mackowski, 2008), however, it is not used here. In DDA and Mie
theory, it is assumed that an EM plane wave is scattered by a par-
ticle, and the incident wave is represented by

E0 ¼ E0rei/l

E0lei/r

" #
eiðk�r�xtÞ; ð23Þ

where the l and r subscripts are used to represent the parallel and
perpendicular components (relative to the scattering plane) of the
electric field E0 with corresponding phases /l and /r , respectively.
The vector k ¼ kr þ iki is the complex wave number defined by

k � k ¼ x2�l; ð24Þ
where x is the angular frequency, � is the electric permittivity, and
l is the permeability.

The aim of most particle optics calculations is to find a solution
to the far-field scattering equation given by

Esca ¼ 1
kr

s1 s2
s3 s4

� �
E0; ð25Þ

where r is the distance from the center of the particle to the detec-
tor, and s1 through s4 are the components of the scattering matrix.

3.1. Mie theory

Mie theory (Mie, 1908) has been used widely for determining
the optical properties of homogeneous, spherical particles. How-
ever, even for non-spherical particles, Mie theory can be used as
a first order approximation (Bohren and Huffman, 2008). Mie
theory provides a solution to the Helmholtz wave equations. The
solution of this system of complex vector differential equations is
non-trivial (van de Hulst, 1981), requiring a fair amount of mathe-
matical sophistication. Even when solved, the solution is an infinite
series and a computer is generally used to reach a solution within a
reasonable time. Nonetheless, Mie theory effectively solves Eq. (25)
for homogeneous, spherical particles and yields

Escaðx;m; hÞ ¼ 1
kr

slðx;m; hÞ 0
0 srðx;m; hÞ

� �
E0; ð26Þ

where s2 ¼ s3 ¼ 0, due to the spherical symmetry of the particles.
The dependency of the scattered electric field Esca on the size
parameter x, the index of refraction m, and the scattering angle h
has been explicitly stated to highlight the intensive parameters
determining the scattered field. The quantities sl and sr are the
parallel and perpendicular phase functions, respectively.

3.2. Discrete dipole approximation

The discrete dipole approximation (DDA) is a relatively new
method for particle optics calculations that uses numerical compu-
tation to estimate a solution for the scattering Eq. (25). DDA was
first envisioned by numerical pioneers seeking to take advantage
of ever improving computational capabilities. Draine and Flatau
(1994) published an open-access FORTRAN code that made DDA
widely available. DDA has since been traduced, improved, paral-
lelized, and used in numerous light scattering studies ranging from
of optics of blood cells (Maltsev et al., 2011) to analysis of sea-salt
aerosols (Chamaillard et al., 2003). DDA is a flexible scattering cal-
culation that discretizes a particle as a collection of point dipoles in
space. Considering the interactions of each dipole with one
another, DDA inverts an interaction matrix to find a vector solution
for the polarizability of each and every point dipole. The final elec-
tric field is given by the sum of individual dipole fields (Schmehl,
1994). Here, we used an open access DDA code written in C and
developed by Yurkin and Hoekstra (2011) that allows parallel
computation on multiprocessor supercomputers.



Fig. 1. The power fraction lost FL as a function of radius to skin depth fraction mix
for spherical aerosols with index of refraction m ¼ 1:5þ imi is shown, where
10�4 6 mi 6 2:5. The size parameter is x ¼ 10 and the corresponding results from
Mie calculation are shown as a solid line. The DDA-substrate calculation includes a
substrate with refractive index nr ¼ 1:5 or a negligible substrate with nr � 1.
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4. Analysis

We are quantifying the role of index of refraction and particle
size on PV cells degradation using the single scattering approxima-
tion (i.e., sext � 1) and assuming a non-reflective semiconductor
surface. Light that interacts with a particle on a PV cell can be
absorbed or scattered. The sum of these effects is known as extinc-
tion. Expressing Eq. (2) in terms of cross sections yields

rext ¼ rabs þ rsca; ð27Þ
where the subscripts ‘‘ext”, ‘‘abs” and ‘‘sca” stand for extinction,
absorption, and scattering, respectively. The first term, the absorp-
tion cross section rabs, is a result of the transformation of EM energy
into thermal energy. Absorption is associated with the imaginary
part of the particle’s index of refraction m ¼ mr þ imi, where mr is
the real part and mi is the imaginary part. For example, the bulk
absorption coefficient a is related to mi as

a ¼ 4p
k

miðkÞ: ð28Þ

Notice that the absorption coefficient depends on the wavelength
through the 1

k factor and through a possible wavelength dependence
of mi. For many compounds, miðkÞ has been spectroscopically tabu-
lated, for instance by Polyansky (2016). Typical values of mi in the
solar spectrum for aerosols in Earth’s atmosphere span many orders
of magnitude, ranging from � 0 to � 1 (Levoni et al., 1997). Through
the absorption coefficient, it is possible to define a skin depth d, that
is the distance within the particle necessary to reduce EM incoming
power density by 1

e2, as

d ¼ 2
a
¼ k

2pmi
: ð29Þ

In Section 2, we defined the power fraction loss FL by Eqs. (5)
and (12) and the hemispherical backward scattering and absorp-
tion efficiency BSAE by Eq. (19). In Section 3, we described the
use of scattering theory to calculate the phase functions needed
to obtain FL and BSAE. The hemispherical backward scattering cross

section rbs is obtained by integrating jEj2 over the backward scat-
tering hemisphere of the particle.

In order to better explain our results, we introduce the particle
radius to skin depth fraction mix, where

mix ¼ D=2
d

ð30Þ

is the ratio of particle radius D=2 to the skin depth d. Thus, two
spherical particles with equal mix share the same ratio of particle
radius to skin depth despite different x or mi. We shall henceforth
refer to mix as the radius to skin depth fraction. Wang et al.
(2015) have demonstrated that results of EM scattering calculations
can be unified if mix is used as variable instead of using x and mi

independently.
Seinfeld and Pandis (2012) report that aerosol particle size dis-

tributions in the atmosphere strongly depend on the ambient con-
ditions with urban aerosol particle numbers peaking in the range
0.1 lm KDK0:5 lm; rural continental aerosol number distribu-
tions are usually bi-modal with peaks at � 0:02 lm and
� 0:08 lm. Desert aerosols number distributions are often tri-
modal with number peaks at DK0:01 lm, � 0:05 lm, and
� 10 lm. In addition, PV cell conversion efficiency peaks around
k � 0:6 lm, close to the peak of the solar spectrum. The largest par-
ticle size at which the number size distribution peaks is for desert
aerosol at D � 10 lm, with a corresponding size parameter x,
Eq. (9), of

x ¼ p 10 lm
0:6 lm

� 50
Hence, particles with xK50 include the majority of aerosols that
are deposited on PV cells. Nonetheless, near dust sources, particles
as large as � 100 lm (x � 524) can be found. It is noteworthy that
airborne particle number size distributions may differ strongly from
deposited ones due to deposition mechanisms and accumulation of
particles (e.g., Li et al., 2009; Tan et al., 2014). Our study is limited to
low, homogeneous deposition loadings (Table 1). DDA-substrate
calculations for particles with xJ50 are computationally very
demanding due to the large number of required dipoles. For very
large particles, other methods of scattering calculation such as the
T-matrix technique (Wriedt and Doicu, 1998) can be used.

4.1. Power fraction lost FL

Fig. 1 shows the power fraction lost FL for spherical aerosol par-
ticles with size parameter x ¼ 10 (corresponding for k ¼ 0:6 lm to
a particle with diameter D � 2 lm) and a refractive index
m ¼ 1:5þ imi as a function of radius to skin depth fraction mix.
The refractive index of the substrate is given by n ¼ nr þ ini, where
nr is the real part, and ni is the imaginary part. We calculated
particle-substrate scattering with DDA using two different refrac-
tive indices for the substrate, the first one is nr ¼ 1:0, identical to
that of free space (i.e., without substrate), and the second one is
nr ¼ 1:5, typical for a glass or fused silica substrate. In both cases,
the substrate was assumed to be non-absorbing with an imaginary
refractive index ni ¼ 0. As expected, the free-space Mie scattering
and DDA particle-substrate results agree when the DDA substrate
is removed by assuming its refractive index as nr ¼ 1. Our results
(see Fig. 1) indicate that FL is nearly constant with FLK0:1 for
10�4 < mix < 10�2. This small and nearly constant power fraction
lost is a result of weak absorption for very small mi, which makes
the skin depth much larger than the particle radius. In addition,
losses by scattering remain small since most scattering is into
the forward hemisphere. Formix larger than 10�1, we observe rapid
increase in FL as function of mix due to increased absorption. FL
peaks at � 0:5 for mix � 2 corresponding to the skin depth equal
to the particle diameter. This indicates that about half of the inter-
acting power can be lost for particles with x ¼ 10 and mi � 0:2.
When the skin depth is comparable to the diameter of the particle,
the absorption efficiency Qabs (i.e., ratio of absorption cross section
to geometric cross section) peaks at a maximum value of � 1, while
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the hemispherical backward scattering efficiency remains small.
The net effect is that the power fraction lost is dominated by
absorption, thus extinguishing about half the interacting power
so that FL � 1

2 (see extinction paradox, Bohren and Huffman
(2008)). As mix becomes even larger, FL starts to decrease. Particles
with mi J0:2 start to acquire metallic, more reflective properties,
and as the skin depth becomes much smaller than the radius of
the particle, penetration of light into the particle is reduced. This
results in more scattered light and less absorption, thus we observe
FL starting to decline for increasing mix > 2. A discussion of the
effect of the substrate is given later in Section 4.4 ‘‘Particle Scatter-
ing without and with Substrate.”

In Fig. 2, we plot FL as function of mix using Mie theory as well
as DDA particle-substrate calculations for various size parameters.
Similarly to Fig. 1, the particle real refractive index is mr ¼ 1:5,
while the substrate real refractive index is nr ¼ 1:5. The plot dis-
plays the corresponding curves for size parameters
x ¼ 0:01;0:1;0:5;1;2;5;10, and 20. If we use k ¼ 0:6 lm as our ref-
erence wavelength, the corresponding particle diameters are
D � 0:002; 0:02;0:1;0:2;0:4;1;2, and 4 lm, respectively. We
observe that Mie calculations (no substrate) for small particles in
the Rayleigh regime (Moosmüller et al., 2009) such as x ¼ 0:1, yield
FL � 0:5 when the radius to skin depth fraction is small
(mix � 10�10) because small (x � 1) particles scatter nearly sym-
metrically in the forward and backward direction, thereby reduc-
ing the transmitted power by about half when absorption is
negligible (van de Hulst, 1981 Ch. 6). For these small particles, FL
increases rapidly as function of mi, reaching FL � 1 at mixJ10�9

for x ¼ 0:01 and at mix ¼ 10�4 for x ¼ 0:1. This is because absorp-
tion totally dominates over scattering for small (x < 0:5) particles
in this regime. In addition, as the particle becomes absorbing, the
skin depth rapidly decreases to become comparable to the diame-
ter of the particle so that absorption is maximized. For larger par-
ticles with x > 0:5, the scattering direction is preferentially into the
forward hemisphere. Hence, we observe that FL decreases for
increasing x. Particles with 0:5 < x < 1, reach a FL peak at
mix � 0:5, that is, when radius to skin depth fraction is
approximately a half. This is because losses caused by backward
Fig. 2. The power fraction lost FL plotted as a function of mix in lin-log scale for spheric
substrate method. The refractive index of the substrate is n ¼ 1:5þ i0, similar to that of gl
as solid colored lines while DDA calculations are shown as markers on dashed lines. Th
hemispheric scattering are still significant. Larger particles
(xJ1) reach a peak FL � 0:5 at mix � 2, that is, when the skin
depth is approximately the same as the diameter. It is interesting
to compare these curves with common measurements of size
and imaginary index of refraction of dust and carbonaceous parti-
cles. Suspended mineral dust has a complex chemical and miner-
alogical composition affecting its optical properties (Engelbrecht
et al., 2016; Moosmüller et al., 2012). Formenti et al. (2011) report
Saharan dust particles size number distributions, the maximum
count median diameter for airborne collected samples is
� 6:6 lm corresponding for k ¼ 0:55 lm to x � 38. In addition,
Ryder et al. (2013) measured Saharan dust’s mi at k ¼ 0:55 lm,
finding results in the range 10�2 Kmi K10�3 as indicated in
Fig. 2. Similarly, black carbon particle refractive indices are
reported by Bond and Bergstrom (2006) at k ¼ 0:55 lm with
results in the range 10�1 Kmi K100 . Black carbon number size
distribution over Europe have been studied by Reddington et al.
(2013), finding that black carbon number size distributions peak
near D � 200 nm (corresponding to x � 1 for k ¼ 0:55 lm) with
standard deviations ranging from D � 50 nm (x � 0:3) to
D � 400 nm (x � 2). These ranges are estimated in Fig. 2 as ovals.
The high FL of black carbon explains why experiments of PV cells
deposited with carbon particles yield higher losses per optical
depth than other types of particles (Darwish et al., 2015).

4.2. Hemispherical Backward Scattering and Absorption Efficiency
BSAE

Fig. 3 plots BSAE ¼ QextFL as function ofmix for different particle
sizes. For all sizes, BSAE is nearly constant between
10�5 KmixK10�2 with the size parameter x ¼ 5 having the high-
est BSAE � 0:4. BSAEs for particles with size x P 1 peak at
mix � 2 (where the skin depth is comparable to the radius of the
particle). The peak BSAE for these particles decreases as function
of size from BSAE � 2:5 to BSAE � 1. Fig. 4 gives the same data of
Fig. 3 and shows BSAE as function of mix for the same size param-
eters as Figs. 2 and 3, however emphasizing small BSAE through the
use of a logarithmic y-axis. Note that BSAE curves for small
al aerosols with refractive index m ¼ 1:5þ imi using both Mie theory and the DDA-
ass and fused silica. Each curve is for one size parameter. Mie calculations are shown
e ovals represent an estimation of mi for Saharan dust and carbonaceous particles



Fig. 3. We show QextFL as function of mix for spherical aerosols with refractive index m ¼ 1:5þ imi calculated with Mie theory and DDA-substrate method. The substrate
refractive index is n ¼ 1:5þ i0, similar to that of glass and fused silica. Mie theory results are displayed as solid colored lines while the corresponding DDA results are shown
as markers on dashed lines.

Fig. 4. BSAE ¼ QextFL as function of mix is shown for spherical particles with refractive index m ¼ 1:5þ imi in log-log scale by Mie theory and by DDA-substrate method. The
refractive index of the substrate is n ¼ 1:5þ i0. Curves calculated by Mie theory are shown as a solid lines while DDA-substrate calculations are shown as markers on dashed
lines.
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particles with size x 6 1 are largely different from curves for larger
particles with x > 1. BSAEs for small particles (x 6 0:5) have a pos-
itive slope as function of mix, and the starting point of the positive
slope shifts substantially right as x increases. For instance, notice
the positive slope of the x ¼ 0:5 curve which starts at mix � 10�2

and the slope of x ¼ 1 which starts at mix � 10�1. In contrast, the
positive slopes for larger particles with x > 1 start at mix � 10�1

and are not as large as those for smaller particles with x < 1. For
this reason, BSAE of x ¼ 1 is actually larger at the peak occurring
at mix � 2 than BSAEs of particles with x > 1. Finally, Fig. 5 shows
BSAE as function of x (instead of mix) in log-log space for different
mi. A distinct positive slope is noticed in all curves indicating that
BSAE generally increases with size, reaching a peak at x � 1 at
which point BSAE starts to decrease. The largest BSAEs are observed
for mi ¼ 1 with a peak of BSAE � 3. At larger mi the overall BSAE
values decrease for all size parameters as can be seen for mi ¼ 2.
4.3. Dominance of absorption or hemispherical backward scattering as
loss mechanism

The power fraction lost FL is the sum of absorption and hemi-
spherical backward scattering. Either mechanism can dominate
FL depending on particle size and refractive index. The dominance
of either scattering or absorption as mechanism for light extinction
is conventionally quantified using the single scattering albedo
(SSA) defined as



Fig. 5. BSAE ¼ QextFL as function of x is shown for mi in 10�8 < mi < 2. The upper horizontal axis shows the particle diameter for k ¼ 0:6 lm.
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SSA ¼ rsca

rabs þ rsca
¼ rsca

rext
; ð31Þ

where SSA is the fraction of light extinction that is due to scattering.
For our application, we use the co-albedo COSSA defined as

COSSA ¼ 1� SSA ¼ rabs

rext
; ð32Þ

where COSSA is the fraction of light extinction that is due to
absorption. The FL parameter defined in Eq. (5) can now be
written as
Fig. 6. COSSA;BL, and FL are displayed as function of size parameter for spherical partic
substrate refractive index is n ¼ 1:5þ i0. For reference, the upper horizontal axis show
vertically dashed lines are BL, and the solid lines are FL. For each given mi , the curves C
FL ¼ rbs

rext
þ rabs

rext
¼ BLþ COSSA; ð33Þ

where BL is the fraction of extinction that is due to scattering into
the backward hemisphere, defined as

BL � rbs

rext
ð34Þ

FL and its components COSSA and BL are plotted in Fig. 6 as a
function of the size parameter x for different imaginary parts of
the particle’s refractive index. COSSA indicates fractional power
les on a substrate. The refractive index of the particles is m ¼ 1:5þ imi , while the
s the particle diameter for k ¼ 0:6 lm. Horizontally dashed lines represent COSSA;
OSSA;BL, and FL are plotted in the same color.



Fig. 7. The intercepts between BL and COSSA for the range 10�3 K xK100 are
visible in Fig. 6. The imaginary part of the particle refractive index of these
intercepts is plotted as a function of their size parameter in log-log space. For
clarity, the upper horizontal axis shows the particle diameter for k ¼ 0:6 lm instead
of the size parameter. The linear regression of these intercepts parameterizes this
division and is shown as a solid line.
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loss due absorption while BL indicates fractional power loss due to
hemispheric backward scattering. The change in dominance
between these processes is marked by the intercepts between
COSSA and BL curves. It is noticeable that absorption dominates
for small sizes and larger imaginary parts of the refractive index.
The region of absorption dominance shifts toward larger size
parameters for increasing mi; notice the intercepts between
� 5	 10�2 K xK2 shifting right as mi becomes larger. This indi-
cates that as the diameter of small particles grows to J 1

3 of the
wavelength (i.e., x ¼ 1, or D ¼ k=p), for small imaginary parts of
the refractive index (i.e. mi K3	 10�2), the loss of power through
hemispherical backward scattering become more significant than
the loss caused by absorption. Interestingly, there is a limiting
value of mi above which there are no intercepts between BL and
Fig. 8. We show the difference in power fraction lost FL between DDA-substrate and M
aerosols of mr ¼ 1:5þ imi , and the index of refraction of the substrate is n ¼ 1:5þ i0.
COSSA (i.e., absorption losses are always dominant). This limiting
value was calculated numerically and is mi ¼ 0:025
 0:001 using
the DDA-substrate method; however, Mie theory, neglecting
particle-substarte interaction, yields as slightly larger value of
mi ¼ 0:03
 0:001.

The intercepts between BL and COSSA in the region
10�2 K xK100 can be seen in Fig. 6. These intercepts and their val-
ues of imaginary index of refraction mi and size parameter x divide
the parameter space between dominance of either absorption or
hemispherical backward scattering as the main mechanism of
power loss for particles deposited on a PV cell. We have plotted
these intercepts in Fig. 7, and have performed a linear regression
in log-log space to describe this dividing line, yielding

log10mi ¼ 3:180log10x� 1:295 for x < 1: ð35Þ
This regression subdivides the x vs mi space domain into two
regions. For any particle whose x and mi values are in the upper left
of the regression line, the main loss mechanism is absorption, while
for x and mi values in the lower right, the main loss mechanism is
hemispherical backward scattering.

4.4. Particle scattering without and with substrate

Using DDA code is substantially more time consuming than
using Mie code. Therefore, we explore the differences in results
between these two approaches, investigating if the use of Mie code
can be sufficient for scattering calculations involving spherical par-
ticles, in part of the parameter space. In Fig. 2, we notice that FL
values calculated with Mie code are somewhat different from those
calculated with DDA-substrate code. Hence, there exist a difference
in FL depending on whether the substrate is included in our calcu-
lations or not.

Fig. 8 displays the difference in FL

DFL ¼ FLDDA�substrate � FLMIE; ð36Þ
between calculations of FLDDA�substrate using DDA-substrate and cal-
culation of FLMIE using Mie code.

Fig. 9 shows COSSA vs. x for different mi values, calculated using
Mie theory, which neglects the substrate, and DDA-substrate,
which considers the substrate interaction. It is noticeable that
there are no large differences between the curves by both methods.
ie theory calculations as a function of mi and x. The calculations are for spherical



Fig. 9. Fractional losses due to absorption are quantified by COSSA. We display COSSA vs. x calculated using Mie theory (w/o substrate) and DDA-substrate (w/substrate). The
calculation is for homogeneous spherical particles of mr ¼ 1:5þmi, where mi is increased between 10�8 6 mi 6 2. The index of refraction of the substrate is n ¼ 1:5 ¼ i0. For
clarity, each pair of COSSA curves Mie and DDA-substrate calculated at the same mi is plotted in the same color. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 10. BL vs. x curves calculated by Mie theory (w/o substrate) and by DDA-substrate (w/substrate) are shown. The calculation is for homogeneous spherical particles of
mr ¼ 1:5þmi , where mi is increased between 10�8 6 mi 6 2. The index of refraction of the substrate is n ¼ 1:5þ i0. Each pair of COSSA curves Mie and DDA-substrate
calculated at the same mi is plotted in the same color. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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This is expected since COSSA quantifies light extinction due to par-
ticle absorption, a mechanism which is largely independent of the
substrate. However, in Fig. 10, we show that BL curves calculated
without substrate (Mie theory) for small particles (i.e. xK1) gen-
erally overestimate the BL values of DDA-substrate by nearly a fac-
tor of 2. This is because Mie theory does not account for frustrated
internal reflection, a factor that decreases hemispherical backward
scattering losses for small particles.
5. Conclusions

We studied power loss due to aerosol deposition on PV cells
degrading their efficiency as function of particle size and imaginary
part of the particle refractive index, that is as function of intrinsic
optical characteristics of the deposited particles. This study con-
trasts with the large majority of publications that report optical
losses of PV cells as function of exposure time to environmental
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conditions (Mani and Pillai, 2010). Since these conditions can
rapidly vary from day to day and geographical location, we concur
with Al-Hasan (1998) who writes: ‘‘It is the amount of sand dust
accumulated on the panels which should be correlated with light
or solar radiation transmittance.” Here, we followed this guidance
and furthermore described a theory of particle optical losses that
considers only those losses that reduce solar power production
(i.e., absorption and scattering into the backward hemisphere)
instead of extinction of the direct beam. This effectively modifies
Beer-Lambert law to P ¼ P0esFL, where FL is the fraction of the par-
ticle optical depth s that results in reduced solar power production.
We also described the hemispherical backward scattering and
absorption efficiency BSAE ¼ QextFL, where all three parameters
are intensive and not a function of mass per unit area on the PV
cell. Second, we analyzed FL and BSAE as functions of radius to skin
depth fraction mix. We found that FL of small particles with xK1
peaks at FL � 1 for mix � 0:5, while for large particles with
xJ1; FL peaks at FL � 0:5 formix � 2. Similarly, BSAE for small par-
ticles with xK1 has a positive slope as function of mix in log-log
space, while for larger particles (xJ1) BSAE remains nearly con-
stant as function of mix up to mix � 10�1, reaching a peak at
mix � 2, Third, we described the mechanism causing optical losses
with dominance of either hemispherical backward scattering or
absorption in different parts of the parameter space. Fractional
power losses caused by hemispherical backward scattering are
described by BLwhile fractional power losses caused by absorption
are described by co-albedo COSSA. For particles with size parame-
ter xK1 andmi K0:025, we find that the intercept between BL and
COSSA shifts towards larger x as mi becomes larger. For particles
with mi > 0:025, absorption is always dominant, and there exists
no intercept. Fourth, we described how optical interactions with
the substrate modify particle optics compared to free space condi-
tions, and how this affects FL. The COSSA is mostly unaltered by the
presence of a substrate since absorption is largely independent of
the substrate interaction. However, BL is reduced by a factor of
� 2 when the particles are small (i.e. xK1) due to frustrated inter-
nal reflection. If the particle is xJ1;BL is increased by � 0:1 due to
increased hemispherical backward scattering caused by Fresnel
reflection.

Overall, the behavior of power losses due to dust deposition
quantified here can serve as an essential part of solar power fore-
casting if the thickness of the particle layer to be deposited can
be estimated from atmospheric particle transport and deposition
and if particle properties including size distribution and complex
refractive index can be obtained from knowledge about the source
region and entrainment and transport processes. However, it must
be noted that this initial work assumes simplifications including
normal incidence of the radiation, small particle loading, and
homogeneous spherical particles (see Table 1). Further research
is needed to extend our results beyond these simplifications, and
we expect substantial new insights during this process.
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